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Investigating wind farm operations 

Numbers please 

 Maintenance scheduling in off-shore wind farms, cooperation 

with Norway 



Just now 

Total capacity of EU wind energy 

Spain:  

electric 40% renewable 

Energy 16% renewable 

2020  20% 

2nd in eolic 

2013-2015 how many 

turbines built? 7 



Total capacity of EU wind energy 



Can OR contribute to the design problem? 

Interest in design 

Versus global 

installed power 



Can OR contribute to the design problem? 

2009   2010   2013 



 Decide on bases to use and vessels to buy/rent based on 

 Maintenance scheduling of wind farms given the weather and 

the occurance of breakdowns 



Which bases and vessels to use during a year 

level 1 



Given: bases and vessels, level 2: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Scenarios:  

 number Yt of turbines requiring repair 

 Wind during the year (in each 12 hours shift) 

 Preventive Maintenance on other turbines 

scheduling 



6 h. activity: 

A1 

6 h. activity: 

A1 

6 h. activity: 

A2 

3 h. activity: 

A3 

Every day (12 hours) which vessel is going to 

do which “pattern”.  

Decisión variable: How many which type of 

patterns/activities. Not on turbine level.  

Level 2 ….. For all year 



Scheduling base: enumerating all possible patterns 

What can you do in a 12 hour shift 

Some operations do not require the vessel to be present 



ingredients 



Objective 



Types of constraints 

Alcoba, A.G., Ortega, G., Hendrix, E.M.T., Halvorsen-Waere, E.E. and 

Haugland, D. (2017),  A model for optimal fleet composition of  vessels 

for offshore wind farm maintenance, Procedia Computer Science, 108, 1512-

1521 



Computation 

Does this model make sense? 

Isn’t this based on perfect information? 



Given a vessel plan, what is the difference between MILP 

perfect information and realistic (heuristic) scheduling? 

Average weather (loss of energy when doing activity), preventive 

Current weather  

Number of turbines down due to failure 



Scheduler based on 

available information 

Enumerate possible 

patterns and choose 

from them 



Run 20 scenarios for two vessel plans S1 and S2 

MILP full enumeration proides a lower bound of the realistic 

scheduler 

 

For these cases no penalty for non-repair or no preventive 

maintenance PP CP 

Pattern costs 

Loss energy due to preventive PD and Corrective (repair) CD 



Europt in Almería 



Continuing work 

Perfect information (anticipation) scheduling provides a 

lower bound on vessel costs. 

 

We try to get an impression of how much confronting with 

a realistic scheduler based on available information 


